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Wp2 Objectives
Mainly O3 and O4 (see Technical Annex)

O3 – To support the interoperability of existing European and Chinese Grid 
infrastructures, towards the creation of a “virtual Grid-based research space”
for eScience, in an integrated multi-protocol  (IPv4/IPv6) environment.
• Studies related to this objective were started and preliminary tests are 

under way 

O4 – To exploit the existing and planned infrastructure provided by the 
research networks like GEANT2 and the initiatives of high-speed 
intercontinental connections, such as TEIN2 and ORIENT.
• Good relationships were already established between EUChinaGRID

and the projects ORIENT and TEIN2. Part of the EUChinaGRID
community is already using the existing network connectivity
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Interoperability report - deliverable 2.2
document no.: D2.2 
document title: Initial interoperability report 
deadline: 30/09/2006 
delivery to EU due on: 14/11/2006 
status: done 
responsible partner: GARR 
document: Initial interoperability report
previous versions: none 
abstract: This document describes the results of the firsts IPv6
interoperability tests on the gLite and GOS middleware. The document 
also reports the action started in order to draw the list of modules and 
third party components not compatible with a multi-protocol 
environment and aims to be an initial guidelines document for 
middleware developers. 
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gLite IPv6 interoperability
The specific network functions needed for software to be IPv6-
compliant were highlighted and a first code survey of gLite was 
carried out by GARR and INFN trough a specific tool written for 
this purpose, code checker.
The use of code checker on a IPv6 testbed hosted and 
implemented at GARR premises for this purpose highlighted a 
number of IP version dependencies in the gLite code and 
showed that the larger part of network functions used in it are 
not compliant to RFC-3493, which tackles this very problem.
This issue was addressed by drafting a migration guideline 
document, afterwards delivered to the EGEE middleware 
developers.
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IPv6 Code cheker

org.glite.security.voms
INADDR_ [FAILED]
addr_in [FAILED]
F_INET$                                       [PASSED]
gethostbyname [FAILED]
inet_addr [PASSED]
inet_ntoa [PASSED]
Inet4Address                                  [PASSED]
inet_aton [PASSED]
gethostbyname_ex [PASSED]
INADDR_BROADCAST [PASSED]
0.0.0.0                                       [FAILED]
127.0.0.1                                     [PASSED]
255.255.255.255                               [PASSED]
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GOS IPv6 migration
GOS is written in Java, which natively supports IPv6 and, if 
compared with other programming languages such as C++, is 
almost transparent to the protocol version. 
A fully dual-stack version of GOS has been deployed by BUAA.
In this framework, adjustments in the DMBS were required and 
some configuration and management tools, such as script for 
GOS boot, stop, router manage, etc was rewritten. 
The new release of GOS was thoroughly tested on the test-bed 
set up on servers at Beihang University (BUAA), Tsinghua
University and Institute of Computing Technology (ICT) in 
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). 
GOS was deployed on 11 main nodes of CNGrid.
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GOS on IPv6
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GOS on IPv6
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CNIC and SDG IPv6 version
In June, CNIC started to set up a dedicated IPv6 testing 
environment. The dedicated environment has been setup at 
September and connected to the CSTNET IPv6 network by 
1Gbps. 
SDG middleware in an IPv6 environment. 
• SDG stands for Scientific Data Grid, an application grid of 

CNGrid aiming at uniform data access service on 
heterogeneous relational databases and effective discovery 
service on a number of databases covering many disciplines. 
This effort resulted in the release of DASv6, a branch version of 
SDG middleware, which was fully tested in the IPv6 
environment.

• http://das.sdg.ac.cn:8080/dataview .
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SDG on IPv6
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Ipv6 compatibility of GRID middleware
Are libraries, software and other elements developed by third 
parties, such as the MySQL DBMS used in both gLite and GOS, 
IPv6 compliant? 
A specific task was started in order to investigate this point, 
resulting in the compilation of a list of modules and third-party 
components not compatible with a multi-protocol environment.
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IPv6 compatibility of  GRID middleware
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http://www.euchinagrid.org/IPv6/


